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*LIMITED EDITION* T-4 ORIGINAL + KJ-45 + SVM-00 WATER COOLED

TOOL SHARPENING SYSTEM BY TORMEK

*Limited Edition - Black Friday / Cristmas Edition - Buy a

Tormek T-4 Original now and get the KJ-45 Centering Knife Jig

and the SVM-00 Small Knife Holder for free! 

The offer is valid for special campaign Tormek T-4 Original

machines with jigs included in the box. Non-guaranteed

inventory. Knives not included.”

The Tormek T-4 is a high quality and compact

sharpening machine, ideal for home and hobby work

as well as professional use. You get access to the

extensive Tormek jig system and can sharpen all the

common edge tools with highest precision.

SKU Option Part # Price

87433623 T-4ORIG-CFJ $1055

Model

Type
Water Cooled / Wet Stone

Sharpener

SKU 87433623

Part Number T-4ORIG-CFJ

Barcode 73292485020899

Brand Tormek

Dimensions

Product Length 200 mm

Product Width 230 mm

Product Height 260 mm

Country of Origin

Manufactured in Sweden

Features

Standard Inclusions

Pro AngleMaster Grinding Angle

Gauge WM-200 by

TormekSpecial Order Water

Cooled Sharpening of Edge

Tools' Book HB-10 by

TormekStone Grader SP-650 by

TormekHoning Compound PA-

70 by Tormek

Warranty

Warranty
8 Years (5+3 Years With Online

Registration)

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 9.8 kg
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Water cooled sharpening

Tormek T-4 is an enhancement of the T-3 model taking the

precision and stability to a completely new level. Vital

functions like the motor and the main shaft are mounted in

the zinc cast top, which also includes integrated sleeves for

the Universal Support. This advanced design ensures an

unbeatable precision for the Universal Support, which control

all jigs and accessories.

Grinding wheel for both coarse and fine sharpening

Like the larger Tormek models, the T-4 is equipped with the

Tormek Original Grindstone. It is optimized to combine

efficient steel removal, smooth surface finish and a long life.

With the included Stone Grader, you can alter the stone

surface from 220 grit to about a 1000 grit surface, giving you

two different sharpening qualities in one stone.

Sharpen chisels, knives, scissors, carving tools and

more

The T-4 is well suited for sharpening chisels, knives, scissors,

and smaller tools like carving tools. It also works with turning

tools and drill bits. For sharpening planer blade knives (with

SVH-320) and moulding knives (with SVP-80) we recommend

one of the larger Tormek machine models. Note that a few

shapes of gouges cannot be honed with the SVD-186 R

Gouge Jig on the leather honing wheel due to the compact

size of the Tormek T-4. These tools can be honed freehand

instead.

The motor is rated for 30-minutes continuous use at a time.

That is usually more than enough for the house need, but if

you sharpen more we advise you to take a look at Tormek T-8

which can run continuously.

Configure the Tormek T-4 with your choice of grinding jigs

according to the tools that you are to sharpen (sold

separately).

 

With the sleeves for the Universal Support now being cast in

the zinc top, together with the new Tormek stadium shaped

design of the holes (patent pending) – the precision has been

improved by 300 % compared to T-3.

The handle makes the machine easy to move and position.

So you are not tempted to make the mistake and try to lift

the machine with the Universal Support.

Vital parts like the motor and the main shaft are integrated

with the zinc cast top.

The machine plate is now made of metal, which makes it a

convenient place to store the Tormek AngleMaster (which has

magnetic feet). 

Features

Complete Water-Cooled Sharpening system for Wood Chisels,

Plane Irons, Spoke Shaves, Carving Tools, Lathe Turning Tools,

Knives, Axes and most edge tools

Accessories Jigs available to assist you in achieving a better

than factory blade edge quickly

Includes complete instruction manual and easy to follow

instructional videos for achieving professional tool

sharpening results

Dual Grit Sharpening Stone turns and at just 120 RPM to

ensure your blade does not overheat and the steel lose its

temper

Die Cast Zinc top, Impact resistant ABS plastic, Industrial

Quality Motor, Stainless Steel Hardware for long life, backed
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https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/accessories/grinding-wheels/sg-200-tormek-original-grindstone/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/accessories/other-accessories/sp-650-stone-grader/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/grinding-jigs/svh-320-planer-blade-attachment/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/grinding-jigs/svp-80-moulding-knife-attachment/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/grinding-jigs/svd-186-r-gouge-jig/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/machine-models/tormek-t-8-original/
https://www.tormek.com/australia/en/grinding-jigs/


by 7 year warranty, made in Sweden

Machine plate in metal:-

Which makes it a convenient place to store the Tormek

AngleMaster (which has magnetic feet). Scale for stone

diameter

Stone Grader included :-

Regardless of what tool you will sharpen you will need it, so

we decided to include it from the start. Make sure to use it

and you will always have a fresh cutting stone. Also, with the

Stone Grader you get two different cutting actions (fast/fine)

out of your grindstone!

Handle for easy movement:-

Specification:-

Patent: To see all patents visit tormek.com/patents.

Dimensions: Width 9 7⁄16" (240 mm), Depth 8 1⁄16" (205

mm), Height 10¼" (260 mm).

Weight: Shipping weight 21.6 lbs (9,8 kg), Machine only 17.6

lbs (8,0 kg).

Grindstone: Tormek Original Grindstone, Aluminium oxide,

∅ 200×40 mm,120 rpm, torque 8.4 Nm.

Leather Honing Wheel: ∅ 145×26 mm.

Main Shaft: Stainless steel main shaft and stone hardware.

EzyLock in composite.

Housing: Zinc cast top, Impact resistant ABS plastic.

Motor: Industrial single phase, 120 W (input) 230 V, 50 Hz.

Duty 30 min/hour, Maintenance free. Silent running, 54 dB.

10,000 hour life.

Parts breakdown: Tormek T-4 (EN).

Warranty: 8-year warranty, 5 years + 3 years, upon

registration at tormek.com. *When used for commercial,

industrial or educational purpose the T-4 warranty is 2 years.
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https://www.tormek.com/international/en/about-tormek/tormek-patents/
https://www.tormek.com/media/1728799/t-4_machine_breakdown.pdf
https://www.tormek.com/canada/en/account/register/

